Mountaintops are full of mystery, as monstrosities should be.
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V

ictor

Hugo

said

there

is

“a

sacred horror about everything
grand,” and a mountain “seen too
near, is appalling.” I grew up near a grand
mountain, Oregon’s Mount Hood, and
marveled at its sharp beauty the one or two
days a year we could see it from Portland when
the clouds lifted their soggy skirts.
Up close, that mountain is monstrous, all
icy slopes, stone cliffs, jagged ridges, and
avalanches of smothering snow. Steam spewing
from its fumaroles is a constant reminder of its
pedigree, a volcano dormant only since 1907,
a blink of an eye in mountain time. Nothing
lives up there except cyanobacteria, which
are more likely than us to colonize Mars (we
may have sent them there already). But there
are human visitors to the mountain who know
that the higher up they go, the steeper it
gets, and strenuousness becomes inversely
proportional to oxygen. They are exhilarated
by this prospect.
“Because it’s there” is the most famous answer
to the question, “Why climb a mountain?” It
is attributed to George Mallory, the English
mountaineer who died on Everest in 1924
during his third attempt to reach the summit.
There’s a deal of snoot in that answer, but it
hides an underlying certainty that there is no
other logical response. The answer is famous
because we like its subtle arrogance. We
wish the climbers well, but from a distance.
Mountaineers are proof that logic is an
acquired taste, easily lost.
Being a relatively sane man (and in regard to
mountains, a wise man), it would never occur
to me to climb one just because we were both
there. I have to be forced or cajoled. I have

never been forced to climb up a mountain, but
I have been forced to climb down two. Once
was in the Navy in the 1960s when I was a
photojournalist on a helicopter sent to rescue
two people who had survived a winter’s crash
of their small plane into the Cascade Range
east of Seattle. After the two injured people
were loaded onto the helicopter, there was
only enough room for the camera, and I was
left behind on a snow bank. Happily for me,
a rescue crew was on its way up. But finding
me in place of the injured fliers was a great
disappointment for them.
The other time I was forced to climb down
but not up a mountain happened in Montana’s
Glacier National Park. I was part of a wildfire
crew sent into an area so remote there were
no roads or trails. Our helicopter landed
on a flat stony place above tree line on the
mountain hosting the wildfire. We had to climb
down through the fire to fight it. It was only
smoldering at the moment of trespass, but
red coals were launched as our boots scudded
through the ashes.
All of my other mountain climbs were
the result of cajolery and its powerful
underpinnings: peer pressure, competitiveness,
and pride. Still, I have chosen my mountains
carefully or rather, been cajoled fortuitously.
My most memorable and meaningful alpine
experience happened on a mountain I needn’t
have climbed at all since a road goes right
to the top. This is Mount Washington in New
Hampshire’s White Mountains, the tallest peak
in New England, though a mere footstool
to those overwrought monstrosities in the
Himalayas. Somewhere in the middle of the
1980s, I was talked into ascending the ancient
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defiling began in the middle of the nineteenth
century when two hotels were built at the
summit, creating one of the nation’s first tourist
destinations. Shortly after, a coach road and
cog railway wormed their way to the summit.
Weather observations began in 1870, and a
meteorological observatory is now manned
year-round.
During the average year, Mount Washington
will experience hurricane-force winds on 110
days. This is only the
first bit of evidence that
tells us that “average”
is a concept foreign
to Mount Washington.
Winds
reached
231
miles per hour on April
12, 1934, the strongest
ever recorded on the
planet until surpassed
by winds in Australia in
1996. Temperatures on
Mount Washington have
dipped to fifty degrees
below zero with wind
chill values around one
hundred degrees below
zero. Annual snowfall
averages more than
twenty feet. With these bitter credentials,
Mount Washington has often been described
as the site of the world’s worst weather, though
a prudent hyperbolist would confine the boast
to the world’s worst weather at a weather
station. Still, Mount Washington is one of the
most dangerous and deadly mountains in the
world.
Although not a tall mountain — the Rockies
are more than twice as high — Mount
Washington is perfectly situated on the cold
side of the continent to catch Canadian-
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peak on foot by a good friend Mark Primack.
Now in his seventies, Mark still believes that
remoteness and altitude, an unaltered view,
the spicy smell of conifers, a rill of Adam’s ale
straight from the brewery, and wildflowers
fragile at the time but jewel-hard in memory —
all of these somehow justify the shredded
ankles and calves, the heaving lungs, and
acceptance that the summit is never going
to be around the next curve or over the next
outcrop.
Mark guided me up
Boot Spur along the
mountain’s east flank
near Tuckerman Ravine.
As we climbed, trees
began to diminish in size
and frequency, soil was
replaced by rock, and
we emerged through
an invisible membrane
into another earth, one
that exists above the
one where we left our
routines. Parts of this
other earth can be
seen from below, but
not the whole. It is
(almost) pristine, where
humans (almost) don’t live and can only visit.
It is where the oldest mountains on earth
commune. Deep down in the wooded valleys
are the highways and houses of lower earth,
but they are hidden among the hills and trees.
It is a marvelous trick, this invisibility of human
construct.
The exception to this, the violation of
upper earth by the lower, is the tragedy of
the summit. Mount Washington is like a king
whose half-billion-year-old crown has been
replaced with tinker toys and erector sets. The
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spawned storms, and the climate at the summit
has been classified by science as subarctic. A
blizzard can happen any day of the year. Spring,
summer, and fall timidly dart about between
late June and early September.
It was late June when Mark and I reached
the summit and found a miracle of wildflowers
among patches of lingering snow. Cushions
and carpets of magenta, yellow, and blue
filled the spaces within a great disorder of
boulders, jagged slabs of rock, and swaths of
gravel. It made no sense at all that wildflowers
were growing at the site of “the world’s worst
weather.” They were buried under ice and
snow for nine months of the year and blasted
by howling winds the other three. They were
making life out of the only thing the wind
leaves behind: stone. How on earth could they
live there, and if numbers count, live so well?
Why would any life form “choose” to live in
such life-threatening conditions?
Among such life forms is a plant that grows
on Mount Washington and on one other New
England summit, as if to say the weather just
isn’t bad enough anywhere else. It is Robbins’
cinquefoil, a ground-hugging circle of tiny
leaves, the entire plant no wider than a silver
dollar. During our two days at the summit, I
spent too much time looking for this flower,
though it would have been just the right
amount of time had I found it. But during
the search, I came across an object that gave
some hint of why the brave little cinquefoil
was restricted to such a narrow and violent
set of conditions.
While meandering through a boulder field
well away from the nearest trail, I chanced
upon a bronze plaque imbedded into one of
the boulders. It was a memorial for a hiker who
was caught in a blizzard at the beginning of the
twentieth century. The date of the blizzard was

June 30. Clearly, the hiking life form was out
of its element, while the tiny cinquefoil, at full
flower when the blizzard hit, was in. The flower’s
strength lies in its humility; it conquered the
summit by submission, prostrating itself before
the subarctic gods. The hiker, incompletely
acclimated, was undone by his own upstanding
pride — or perhaps someone else’s cajoling.
Robbins’ cinquefoil could have been common
in a colder age when subarctic conditions held
more ground. The flower’s brutal but beloved
habitat may have been abundant then and
adapting to it would have made good biological
sense. But that adaptability can turn ugly if the
habitat shrinks. There may be no limit to the
severity of conditions life can master, but there
is a limit to the number of conditions any one
life form can endure, as the hiker sadly proved.
The cinquefoil is a master of adversity; a kinder
weather will kill it.
Mountaintops are full of mystery, as
monstrosities should be. During our last day
on the summit, I awoke early and headed
toward an east-facing precipice, drawn by a
remarkable happening in the sky overhead.
Clouds were being made as I watched, formed
and molded by invisible hands. They looked like
white smoke billowing out of an enormous but
invisible chimney. The newly made clouds were
speeding off to the southeast, yet immediately
behind them, in the same northwest wind,
there were no clouds, just blue sky. I had never
seen anything like it before, nor have I since. At
times, I’ve been inclined to search the internet
to make sense of the phenomenon, to know its
mechanics, to understand how the combination
of temperature, humidity, and a clash between
an updraft and a northwest juggernaut might
have baked these clouds into being. But now,
after a lifetime of trying to make sense of it, I
am more interested in the mystery.
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